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I. INTRODUCTION

A. JUSTIFICATION OF THIS STUDY

"Suppose that almost half the people you saw on the

street today--children as well as adults--were hobbling on

crutches, with canes, or propelling themselves in wheel

chairs--not through accident or disease, but because they had

been made to carry burdens far beyong their capacity.rrl Be

ginning with this attention-coTInnanding suggestion, Dr. Matthew

Luckiesh, Director of Lighting Research Laboratory, General

Electric Company, in a recent article on sight calls our

attention to statistics which prove that nearly all of us, in

some degree or another, are eye cripples or are on the way

to becoming eye cripples because we impose burdens on our

eyes which nature never intended they should carry•.

Tests show that 20 per cent of all children of grade

school age, 40 per cent of all college students, 60 per cent

of all persons over forty years of ase, and 95 per 6ent of

all persons over sixty years of age have impaired vision. 2

In view of Luckiesh's estimate that most people are born wi.th

natural vision, these percentages are alarming •

. , .
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What happ.ens to us between birth and maturity to bring

about this appalling waste of such.an irreplaceable thing

as normal sight'?

If such a condition as 'that hypothetically suggested

by Dr. Luckiesh actually prevailed, a great hue and cry

would arise irnnediately from an aroused and indignant pUblic.

Safety First organizations would multi~ly rapidly and become

so increasingly active that the industrial set-up, or what-

ever conditions were responsible for working such havoc with

the physical well-being of our people, vlould be quickly

changed and set right.

Are our schools doing their share tOTIard the conservation

of one of hQmanityts most precious resources--sight'?

As a nation we have decided that our tr2dition of eQual

opportunity shall have its main expression through public

education. To that end we have improved the standards of

instruction, lengthened the years of free schooling, and

erected and e~uipped, expensive school bUildings with the

view of making the process as complete as possible. tIore

than 29,000,000 children are in daily attendance in our

schools, where nearly a million teachers are employed; the

investment in school property runs into several billions. 3

Millions of dollars are spent yearly for instruction and

school supplies. 1..11 of this vast expendi ture is made in

order that individuais may learn, and lec',rning is accom.plished

Q~J.e;fly.through~.Bctivi ty. Yet, the amount of money

3 llagazine,of Light. 193b Bulletin, Incandcscc;nt Lamp
Department"General Electric Company Publishers. p. 3.
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spent end.the,efforts that are put forth toward conserving

th,ismost important faculty, sight, are unbelievably small

-when compa~ed with the emphasis placed on other factors in

the process of education. Scientific research in. tho matter
).

"

of school room lighting h8s disclosed that our achievements

·in this field are not cormnensurote nith the progress IJlade

in dealing with other important phases of the education

process.

After tIle Ci.ccumula tion of data 2,nd research, aided by

authorities in the 1'ield of proper schoolroom lighting, the

writer hopes, by meens of discussion and tables, to show

that sChoolroom lighting is of tremendous importance in its

effect upon the achievement and efficiency of Pupils. 4

Her specific problem is: How do the lighting conditions

in the schools of Clinton Township., Vermillion County, compare

wi th .the standards set by the .American Engineering Standards

Comrnittee?5

C. PROCEDURE

In order to arrive at a satisfactory conclusion on the

problem previously stated, the light was measured in all the

schoolrooms (30) in Clinton Township, Vermillion County, by
means of a light meter.

4 Clarence M. Long, The Effect of Proper Lighting £a
Compared to Improper Ligh~g £ll Pupil Achievement. Masters
Thesis, University of Pittsburgh, 1934.

. 5 Sta.ndards of School Lighting, I~lul1linating Engineering
SocJ.ety.and .American Institute of Archltects. Approved
September, 1932.



In order, to ascertain the range of light intensity

required for ease of reading, the light sensitive kit wcs

-used. One' hl1ndred ninety five pupils nere exa:rJ.ined. This

group was taken as typical 6f all the school groups.

Tables were compiled from the data obtained. These

data and their interpretation will be considered in Chapter

II of this thesis.

4
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II. PRE8KNTA.TION OF DATA

A. DISCUSSION OF RE~mING3 DODr~ BY THE ~,"i,lUTER

1. lieasons for Special .Lttent ion ~..Q.. Sight Con'serve tion.

Sight is perhaps the 1a st faculty any of us would be 'Vvi11ing

to give up, for the loss of the ability to see is undoubtedly

the greatest of h1..U11an 10soos.

Not bn1y impression, but expression, is dependent upon

good eyesight. Of all l~noVlledge, 80 to 87 per centcomes

through the eyes; of all activity 80 per cent is guided by

1the eyes.•

The civilization which has eased our physical life has,

in direct contrast, increased the strain \rpon. our eyes.

Thousands of years ago people lived outdoors. They spent

their lives hunting, fishing, and fighting. They got up at

sunrise and went to bed at dark. They.had no book~. They

could ,not read or write. 'Children did not go to school,

because there were no sc hools. It is eS.timated tha t'we use,

our eye~30 per cent .more than was, ,common a generation ago

and many times more than was common a century ago.,

In those days people Used their eyes to look at things

ei:ther·at same di'stance or far away. They had to watch for

c )'0'. 1 .Mag~2;'itie Of'LM1lt, 1935 Bulletin,. Incandescen~ L~P
Depar~E}nt, GeI:1.eral ectric Company Publlshers. p. o.

tr.L' .. i~ ..1vr. Luckiesh, £E.. cit., .DP. 88-89
",I'
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than physical fatigue. It has been found by careful study

nervousness, dizziness and headaches could reSUlt. If you

part of the body loses out. This is the reason tho t ,,1 boo~;:-

6

Ibid., p. 13.---.-

6 Ibid~,p. 13 ..

wild animals ~hat might harm them. They spent many hours

looking for sl.llalle r anim.:'l1s v[hioh they could use for food.

B"\lt reading3 '81'ld vvriting eJnd seviing 8.nd other work, held

in our hands, is close Yvork 8Ildis more v:ork for the eyes.

~ good many of the 7bO,000 automobile accidents in

It takes energy to see. The poorer the light, the more

energy our eyes must 'use. There's only so much energy to

keeper can feel 3.S fagged out ot the end of the day as a

ditch-digger, even more so, for nervous fatigue is more tryins

in seeing ability, actually have a reaction upon the ~lole

drav[ upon. If the eyes u.s e lllOre th::m their share, some other

physical body and the nervous system t..he.t controls it, so

that an amazingly great nmaber of things such as irritability,

and research that lack of adequate light and the consequences

accidents also, if traced to their trm~ source, are caused by

defective ~ight.6

3 Story of Laght, Bulletin Incandescent Lamp Department,
General Electric ampany Publishers, p. 6.

, 4 Better Vision, Better Life, Bulletin, Better Vision
Institute, ,Inc., New York City, Publishers. p. 16.

o

America every year, resulting in something like 30,000 deaths

and 850,000 injuries, are the result of defective vision. 5

This fact leads one to surmise that many industrial

see below par, you live below par. If yarrvision is one
L1.

fourth off, y~ life is one fourth off.~
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ficial light as it is used today, is more than a serious

out, is a poor reading light, because the lenses of the eyes

The millions of dollars spent each year in illwnination

are, in a great part, wasted and misspent, and by the methods

used all the 'harm is done to the eye that is possible. Arti-

menace to the eyesight of our na ti on. _Indeed, the lighting

of our public places and most of our homes is dangerous to

our health in that its effect upon the~e is ruinous. The

human eye must be regarded as a mere optical device which

2. Faults in Lighting. Let us consider what is poor

light. Bright, glaring sunlight or bright, glaring artificial

is really an extended portion of the brain, affecting, in

many serious ways, every other organ of the body.7

lights are poor light, because they shine into the eyes and

hurt them. For this reason, the light from bare bulbs is

feres with clear vision and increases the risk of accident;

it causes discomfort and eye fatigue, and results in errors,

poor light. It may look bright, but it doesn't throw enough

light on the work. Glare is objectionable because it inter-

7 Francisco Laurent Godinez, The Lighting Book, A manual
for the layman, setting forth the practical and-:est'hetic sides
of good lighting. (New York: McBride, Nast and Company, 1913).
p. J..3.

8 Standards of School Lighti~. Illuminating Engineering
Society and'.AInerican Instit'iiie of ---chitects, Approved September,

1932. '

are called upon to make adjustments every time the focus

thus reducing the efficiency of the student.

Di~ light is poor light because it is not suffieient.

Light coming from a good reading lamp, such as a table lamp

in a library or reading room, that is not well lighted through-
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changes from a light spot to a dark spot.

Additional light is desirable· where one sits and reads,

but there Shduld be diffused light throughout the room in

order to avoid the sharp light and objectionable shadow con

trasts that so strain the eyes. Lamp light dotted here and

there in a room, appeals to the interior decorating instinct

of most people but as one looks up from his work, the eyes

should not have to change gears, so to speak.

3. Types of Luminaires. It is necessary to have an

understanding of the distinction between the three main types

of lighting fixtures of luminaires, which is the official

term applied. The thrse main types are the direct, the

indirect, and the semi-ind1rect.

Luminaires which direct at least one half of the light

downward are termed "direct lighting luminaire s. ff The effi-

ciency of direct lighting luminaires in providing the highest

level of illumination per watt on working areas is the greatest

of all. However, the likelihood of glare·of glaring reflection

from glassy surfaces is considerably greater. The light rays

are thrown directly upon the object to be illuminated. This

is the most common· rorm of lighting and by most people is

considered superior to other methods and is fairly satisfactory

when properly installed. 9

9 Westinghouse Illumination Handbook. Prepared by .
Commeroial Engineering Department, Westinghouse Lamp Company,
New York. p. 4. .

<> ., '. :-. ~
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Luminaire.s which direct all the light to the ceiling

are called indirect luminaires. 10 .They usually consist of

inverted reflectors of mirrored or processed glass or porcelain

enamel. Glare from indirect luminaires is at a minimum, and

maximum softness of shadow is obtained. The efficiency of

this type of lurainaire is providing illumination on useful

areas is lower than for the direct type, because more of the

light is absorbed by the ceiling and upper walls. 'Ilhis loss

in efficiency is more than compensated for by a greater dif

fusion of the light and less glare.

Luminaires which direct more than 00 per cent of the light

upward, but allow some light--more than 10 per cent to pass

through the under section down into the room, are called

usemi-indirect luminaires. ltll The semi-indirect luminaires

combine, to some extent, the good features of the direct and

indirect types.

From the standpoint of the conservation of vision and

general efficiency, the illumination in class and other work

rOOmB should not fall below certain minimum values.

It is a mistake to assume, that since school is in session

only during the daytime, that no provision need to be made for

artificial lighting. Daylight should be depended upon as much

as possible, but its limitations must be acknowledged, if we

are to combat eyestrain. We should try to approximate as

IOIbid., p. 4.

llwestinghouse Illumination Handbook. Prepared by
CommercIal Engineering Department, Westinghouse Lamp Co.,
New York, P.. 6.
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near~y as pos~ible the qualities and quantities of daylight.

An important point to be kept in mind is, that of the

light th~,t· C0mes to the window, 10 to 25 per cent may be

reflected back by the glass surface and another 10 per cent

absorbed by the glass. If screens are used about a third

may be shutout by them. Even a week or so after cleaning,

the thin film of moisture and dust that collects on the

window, can be counted on to cut down the light transmitting

to about 75 per cent.

The point is that it is very difficult to get daylight

indoors--by the time we get it inside the window--99 per cent

of it is lost on the way.12 No wonder then, that bUilding

codes for schools have given careful attention to soientific

window design. 13

4. Light Requirements of ~ Schoolroom. Seeing has

passed from the casual and the indeterminate into the exacti

tude of a science. 14 Illuminating engineers have perfected

an instrument that really measures light. It uses as a unit

of measurement, the ~foot-candle.rr The definition of a foot

candle is the amount of light a candle made of sperm' whale

oil, one centimeter in diameter, casts on a surface a foot

away. We call this light measuring instrument a light meter

12 Magazine of Light • 1935 Bulletin, Incandescent Lam.p .
Department. General Ele ctric Company Publishers. p. 7.

13 Ibid. t p. 'I.

,1~,. T'. Parsons, nSa'Ve Eyes with Bettter Light, If Parents
Magaz i.na, VOl.' 9. Novemeber , 1934. p. 32.

'":, '
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la Westinghouse Illumination Handbook, Prepared by
Commercial :Engineering Department, Westinghouse Lamp Co.,
~ewYork, p. 6.

16 Standards of School Li&hti~, Illuminating Engineering
Society and·American Institute of rchitects. Approved,
September, 1932. p. 13 '

0-3

4-2

15-10

12-8

Foot-Candles
RecommendedLocation

RECOMrflENDED VALUES OF ILLUMINATION
FOR SCHOOL INTERIORS

Avditoriums, assembly rooms,
ca~eterias and other rooms in
which pupils congregate for
extended periods but not used
for s~udy•••••••••••.••••••••••

Recreation areas, locker rooms,
corridors, stairs, passageways,
tOilets ••••••••_••••••.•••..•.••

A Sewing rooms, drafting rooms,
art rooms, and rooms where fine
detail work is to be done--on
the v~o rk .

C

B Class rooms--on the desks and
blackboards; study halls and
libraries--on the desks and
tables; shops, manual arts and
vocational training, labor
atories--on the work; gymnasium,
main exercising floor, basket
ball, hand-ball, boxing, wrest
ling; play-rooms, swimming
pools e· .

D

Class

and by the us~ of it we can measure the amount of light

which ge.ts into the room. 15

In the following table is given the ranges of illumi

nation values which have been found desirable for different

Clas~es of work.16
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'l:he.probl~m of proper lighting of the schoolroom

varies in different parts of our country. California and

th~ southwestern states enjoy more sunny days and there is

less difference between daylight·and continuous light than

in the eastern or northern states. Therefore, there can be.
no universal rule for schoolroom lighting the country over. 1?

In~ery schoolroom of normal size, with proper orienta

tion and unhindered sky exposure, there should be from one

fourth to one sixth as· much glass surface as floor surface.

The .Standards of School Lighting sets this at 18 per cent,

if the glass starts three ~eet above the floor and 16 per

cent for glass starting four feet above the floor. 18 smoky

eities, tall bUildings, mountain ranges, high hills, and long

cold winters all increase the need of greater window area.

It is interesting to note that the regulations in foreign

countries are not greatly different from our own. Germany

says there should be from 16 per cent to 23 per cent of glass

surface, but the greater majority of countries agree on about

20 per cent. England figures on about 16 2/3 per cent; she

argues that too much glass makes for cold in winter and too

much heat in summer. 19

The above mentioned amount of glass should be provided

not only to admit light, but because every schoolroom needs

I? WarrE;ln· R. Briggs, Modern American School Buildi ngs.
p. 131.

18 Standards of -School Lightixg. Illuminating Engineering
Society and American Institute of chitects, Approved
September. 1932. p. 22.

19 Warren R. Briggs, Modern American School Buidlings.
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a sunbatheve~y day to keep it pure and wholesome.

Proper lighting of a sch~olroom ~epends very largely on

,the way the b'uilding i s p~aced on the lot. If possible the

windows should open toward the east or toward the west, but

never toward the south and only in a few cases toward the

north. No amount of adjustment can overcome the difficulties

introduced by facing the windows in the wrong direction. The

east light is best; the south light is most trying and trouble

some; ,the west light is good and the north ligh t is to be used

only for 'those rooms designed for art work in its various

forms. 20

East lighting admits the early sun to purify the air in

the room and disappears about ten o'clock; then the blinds

may be and should be rOlled up, allowing a clear, white light

to flood the room without producing a glare. The only dis-

'advantage to an east lighted room is that pupils must face

the south and this puts them at a disadvantage in map work.

If south lighting is used, it is impossible to shut out

"the glaring rays of the sun without cutting out sufficient

light. It is hard to regulate window shades so as tb shut

out all disturbances and annoyances. Then there is the heat

in the southern sections and the warm seasons of other sections,

and it is difficult to effect satisfactory ventilation. The

Venetian blinds or shades come highly recommended, but they

.
20 Fle"tcher :s'. -Dressler, .American Schoolhouses. (Professor'

of Phj,lqsophy and, Education in the university of Alabama).
tr. §.Bure~u of Ed~cation Bulletin No.5. 1910. p. 10.



pioneer stage.

open to the south. ttDo not construct a classroom in such

used, such as air conditioning, which is new and in its

14

a way that windows will open toward the south, for it is

impossible to 1igbt the room properly too t way. ft
21

21FletcherB. Dresslar, School Hygiene. (New York:
Macmilla,n Co., 1931). p. 68.

22Ibid•., p. 72.

{
i

Where sewing rooms are to be used for only a short

the shades so as to maintain a regular light, when windows

period each day, by any given class, it is permissible to

arrange them so they will receive the north light. Art

studies should also be arranged so that their light comes

from the north. 22

Teachers do not adjust and cannot be trusted toadjust

lighting are often too warm unless automatic regulations are

are.,not wholly. satisfactory, They are expensive, collect

dust, get out of order easily, are ,noisy, are fastened at

the top of ~the windows, and they permit pencil rays of

light to enter. In fact, no shade has been found that will

properly shut out sunlight and at the same time allow the

diffused lig:nt to filter throug.h. Rooms wi th south unilateral

I
I: West light is good. The school day usually ends before
:1
Ii
1"

Ii the sun gets low enough to annoy. You can prac tically
Ii
[1 eliminate shades, for after school, the room should be flooded
II
rj 1/ witth sunshine to disinfect. It is also good for map study,

as the children face the north. The only disadvantage is

that it is usually warm in the afternoons.
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The heig~t of windows from the floor is also very

impo~tant. In primary rooms, the bottom of the windows

should be three and one half feet from the floor and in

the upper grades and in high school, they should be set

four feet from the floor. The reason for this is that the

bottom of the windows should be slightly higher than the

eyes of the pupils, when seated at their desks, in order

that no light from the windows may shine directly into the

eyes while they study. The light needed is that which is

reflected into the eyes from the page of the book or the

material on which the pupil is working. 23

Another reason for placing the windows high is so the

architect will extend them nearer the ceiling. Windows

should extend to within six inches of the ceiling and should

be square across the top. The top of the glass should be at

least twelve feet from the floor, which allows at least eight

feet for the length of the windows. This insures sufficient

light for those who sit farthest from the windows. One foot

of window surface at the top is ey.ual to two or three at the

bottom, especially on the ground floor. It has been stated

that half the light received through the windows comes from

the upper third of the glass. 24

Since most of the children are right-handed, the light

should be admitted so it will fall from over the left shoulde:J;:'.

23 Fletcher B. Dresslar, School Hygiene, (New York:
Macmillan Co., 1931). p. 7.

24
May Ayres Burgess, Healthful Schools, (Boston:

Houghton Mifflin Company). p. 68.
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Light' admitted from windows in the rear of the room is

bad for it is hard Dn the t~acher's eyes.

Unless each child can see some part of the sky, while

at his desk,. the probabilities ere that light in the room

will be insufficient. 25

Windows should be placed on one side, and one side only.

Ignorance causes people to think that unilaterally lighted

rooms cause pupils to use only one eye. They do not realize

that the only light needed is that w:nich is reflected from

the object to which our eyes c1re directed. 'nhen 1'vindoVls open

from opposite directions, there c~n be but one line of light,

where the light is equally strong, and this is shifting be-

cause of the change in the position of the sun and other less

important factors. The pupils are amwyed Ylith the cross

light cnd can hardly face any part of the room without

exposing the eyes. Furthermore the TIindoVls in a bilaterally

lighted room ure usually placed farther apart and the inter-

vening space used for blackboards. This introduces a wedge

of shadow and calls.for painful and fotiguing adjustments on

the part of the lenses of the eye as the eyes joow from a very

26bright spot to a very dark spot.

To secure adequate illwnination G.t the rear of the room,

the vlindows should begin 3. s near the rear vl'all 8 s practicable,

25 Fletcher B. Dre sslar, American Schoolhouse, ~.;ashine;ton,
Government Printing Office, 1911. p. '/5.

26 Standards of School Lighting, Illwainating Engineering
. Society and .American Institute of.Arclli teets, .l1.pproved,

September,1932.
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but in no casG farther forward. than the front of the last

The mullions between the ';'1indol7 spoc: should be as

Use light-colored shades--green ones should be
lJ

the top of the windows and where external conditions are

29unfavorable for light, even this distance is too great. '

'The width of the room should not be greater than one

and one half to two times the di stance from the bottom to

ceedingly annoying and even harmful to the J;lupils. If the

windows are too near the front, some of the children will be

forced to sit almost f8,cing the windows most of the day.27

extending at least two inches over the edge of the sash, so

narrow as safety of construction will permit..: Wide mullions

use ~p wihdow space and cast shadows. G8

Window shades should cover the windows on each side,

blinds most recommended Sh01..11d be of the type the t can be

adjusted from the top as well as the bottom, or better still,

as not to allow any rays of light to flicker through. The

dependently.

~~~ided.50

the type that fastens at the middle of the window operating

upward and downward., Shades SJ plac ed may be opera ted in-

27 Standards of :3chool Lighting, Illwilin::'1,-cing Engineering
Society and Junerican Institute of ll.rchi teets, Approved,
September,1932. p. 2~.

28 Fletcher B. 'Dresslar, _:Unerican Schoolhouses. Vvashington
E:rinting bi':f':ice, ~911. p. '75.

29 Harren H. Briggs, Modern American School Buildings.
(New York & London: .I. Wiley & Sons, 1899).

50 May'Ayres Burgess, Healthful Schools. (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company) p. 68.

':row of desks, or between four and eight feet from the front
,:I:.,

wall. The' gl~are on the front blackboard where the teacher

places most of the explanations and illustrations, is ex-
•"
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cent; higher values are desirable. Suitable colors are

ivory, light cream, and White.

vision, a teflection factor of bO per cent is SUfficiently

factor. As, however, the walls are directly in the field of

Light is modified both in amount and ~uality by

the color of the walls. Light reflected from the ceiling

Wnite plaster or light colors below the eye level are

and upper part of·the nalls is of great importance in

able colors for upper walls are cream, light green, light

is an additional reason for the use of light colors and high

comfortable to the eye when viewed, against light backgrounds

high. The fact that artificial lighting sources are more

to the ~ork plane and ahould have a reasonably good reflection

s~curing good diffusion. The ~eiling should be light in

color and have a reflection factor of not less than 70 per

The upper ualls are also effective in reflecting light

gray, light buff and very light blue.

reflection factors of ceiling and upper ~all surfaces. Suit-

to be avoided and walls below the level of the window sills
31should be of moderately dark color.

It is true tha t the hillilan eye cannot function wit hout

light; yet, light, in order to be of greatest service to the

eyes, must be properly controlled. Considerable research

work has been done on the subject of control eQuipment. It

is possible now to secure complete automatic control which

31 Standards of School Lighting, Illuminating Engineering
Society and .American Institute of Architects, AplJrOved,
~ep~ember, 1932. pp. 17 and 18.
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operates a warIling light when the illumination falls below

the established level.

Although' controlled lighting for schools is still a'

comparatively nevI thing, experimonts have indicated its

practical usefulness. As the effects of lighting upon pupils

is better understood, it is expected that the appreciation

of constant levels of illwnination will bring control equip

ments into more general use. 32

Since so many factors influence both natural and arti-

ficial light, it would be interesting to consider the several

schoolhouses, studied by this writer, from the standIDoint of

age, construction, types of windows, orientation of bUildings,

artifical lighting, shape of buildings, interference in nat

ural lighting, .and analysis of window construction as approx-

imate height above the floor, relation to ceiling, and width

of mullions.

This would help determine, to smue extent whether there

is any relation between recency of construction and light

efficiency; it would also aid in solving the problem previously

stated, that is, How Do the Lighting Conditions of the Schools

in Clinton Township, Vermillion County, Compare with the

Standards Set by the .American Engineering Standards Committee?

All the schoolrooms are of the open play type, that is,

they are so constructed as to receive the direct outside

lighting. All rooms, except 28, 29, and 30, are part of the

32 Magazine of Light, 1935 Bulletin, Incandescant Lamp
J:)epartment,GeneraI Electric Company Publishers, p. 10.
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box-like type. of buildings which, with the exception of

Room 28, have been bUilt since about 1910--1918.

Another'feature common in all the buildings was, that

there were no interferences from natural or artificial sources

such as trees, hills, or bUildings, except in three cases,

Rooms 3, 9, and 28.

All rooms studied were electrically lighted with sus-

pension, direct fixtures manually controlled except Rooms 28,

There was a feature co~non to all the basement rooms.

In one of these rooms was the window space found to be

ample. The windows ¥\Bre too shor t, di d not reach close

enough to the floor and had wide wall spaces between them.

The spacing was, perhaps, necessary in order to insure safety

of construction, but this ,gave rise to a condition which

presented its problem of interception light and casting

troublesome shadows. These spaces were used for bulletin

boards, maps, picture display, anddecorative purposes.

With this general description, whioh briefly outlines

those features which are cownon to all the rooms studies,

a more detailed description of each room will be given by

schools.

Universal School

Rooms 1 and 3 are similar. They are second-story rooms;

the windows faoe the east. The light is hindered in Room 3

by a large shade tree at the northeast corner of the room.

The proper ratio of glass area to floor area is satisfied;
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the windows are properly spaced and are the right distance

from the floor and ceiling, but ext'end too near the front

wall.

Rooms 4 and 7 correspond to Rooms I and 3 resp8ctively,

except th,·· t they are on the ground floor.

Room 9 is similar in description to Room 1 except its

windows face the west. The light is hindered by two large

shade trees opposite the windows.

Rooms band 6 are similar to Rooms 4 and 7 except the

windows face the west •

. Rooms 2 and 8 are basement rooms. The windows are on

the west side.

Crompton Hill School

This building has two rooms above the ground and two

basement rooms.

Room 10 has 8. south unilateral lighting. The arrange-

ment of the windows meet the standard reQuirements in every

way, except thet the windows extend too close to the front

wall.

Room 11 is sL milar to Room 10 except th::t it has a

west lighting exposure.

Room 12 and 13 are basement rooms ni th ':lest and east

lighting respectively. 'rhe 'wall space between the vlindoVls

was less than in any of the basement rooms studied.

Fair-view School

This building has been remodeled for the sake of expansi-

bi1ity•
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Rooms 14 .and 15 have south unilateral lighting. The

construction of the v~ndows would meet the requirements set

by tae state,' with one exception, tile last window extends

too close to the front wall of the room.

Rooms 16 and 17 are similar to Rooms 14 end 10 except

they have a north lighting.

Room 18 is a basement room unilaterally lighted from

the west.

Rooms 23 and 24 ?re basement rooms VIi th bilateral light-

ing exposure. Room 23 has windows on the south and east.

Room 24 is similor to Ro~n 23 except it receives the north

and east light.

Blanford 8chool

This bUilding he.s four rooms above the ground end three

basement rooms.

Rooms 19 dnd 22 h2.ve a south uni18teral exposure. The

windoYfs measure up to the standard recluirel:lents, i'lith the

exception of rather wide mullions.

Rooms 20 and 21 are similar to Rooms 19 and 22 except

that the vlindows face the north.

Rooms 2b, 26, a~d 27 are bc:,semen t rOOlilS rri th bilateral

lighting.

Room r2b has a south and Vfest eJcposure.

Room 26 has a south and east exposure.

Room 27 has a north and Vfest eXJiosure.

Scotts School.

Room 28 is a typical one-room brick building, erected

about 1896. rrhenatural lighting was originally from the east
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room windovls and from the transom and the door 'Vihich stood

In adqition to this fact, since they faced the

thus excluding much of the natural light.

The vundows were properly placed os to height from the

open on the worm doys of fall and e:Jrly spring.

This bUilding is in 8. grove-~the shade is close enough

to 9bstruct a great deal of light. Heavy screens are placed

over the windows.

Room 29 was more rGcentl y built, but ,"w.s of the same

Centenary School

Etliove the door which allowed some light to enter from the

south. Recently the windows on the west side were closed and
, .

addi~ional ones \liere added on the east side. The children,

faced the north; this caused th e light to come in from over

their right shoulders and some frOB the rear through the cloak-

and the wests,ides with two cloak-room windows and a transom

se.1i, but there VIere not sufficient number as compccred,to

floor, but did not r,each to Yli thin six inc11e s of the ceiling.

The ~p8ce between the first cll1d second window and 81so before

the last one nearest the front, was about three feet wide.

The front spnea vms used fa+:, a bulletin board vhile the one

at the rea~ of the room w~s decorated with a picture.

type of construction as Room 28 only it ViaS made of lumber.

It was a south unila'terally lighted room--but had two doors,

an east and a north, leading directly from out of the room

~h~C4 were open on warm days.

The window construction would measure up to the standard p

f~oor space,.
';.'" I· ....· ,",. ';, ', .. '

sou~h, the bli~ds had to be drawn the better part of the day,
:~r \. "i, ' " ' ., ~ ,
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Room 30, .Blanford, was a portable bUilding of the type

which came into use about 1918. It had a north unhindered

l~ghtexposure. The style of construction was similar to

Rooms 28 and 29. It. h8 d the i:l dv<::m t'1:38 of having ample -glass

area as compared to floor area and the windows met the oon-

struction re~uirements.

B. PRESENTATIOlJ OF DATA GATHilllW BY THE ~;';RITER

1. Finding the Light Ratios. In order to compute the

light ratios, the number of square feet of floor area was

divided by the nmaber of square of glass area.

Table II presents in concrete form the light ratios for

each room considered in this <,tudy.

The first colwnn in the Table II indicates the ntmber

of the rooH; the second column, the dimensions of the room;

the third column, the square feet of floor area; the fourth

COlumn, the m.unber and dimensions of the vrindows in each

room; the fifth colmnn indicates vn1ether the room is uni-

laterally (U) or bilaterally (B) lighted; the sixth colman,

the s~uare feet of glass area ond the seventh colmnn shows

the ratio of the glass area to the floor area.
, ..

A.ccording to accepted school standerds for this latitude

the per cent of glass area sho'Lud be ,from 16 to 18. This is

eq:ualto 'approxima tely a rat,io -of 1 to b. Sixteen of the 30

rooms, ;or 63per6ent tested by the I'jriter, met these require

me~ts.',The,va~iation in light ratios vvas from 1 square fpot
~ , t :.':. ',r- ~~' .'~I "

of"glas~' areatd; 16'square feet ,of floor area to 1 square foot
,- ( . :' ~' , .

::::;;;:,,~::::,,~:""J:-,:':,:~-";~_'.~.;:.l.;,~~":;;,,:,,::,::,:.':;, '-." :,'''-:: ". ~~':;:.':::.";,_.~i:::, ": •

, of gl8:ss are:a to 4.5 square feet of floor area.
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TABLE II

THE LIGHT R~TIOS OF ROOMS STUDIED

i I

Floor Window Unilateral Glass
Room Dimension Area Number or Area Light

Number Square and Size Bilateral Square ,Ratio
Feet Lighting Feet

1U 25' x 30' 750 6 8' x 3' U 144 1:5
2U 26,' x 30 ' 780 4 3 1/Z'x4i"' U 60 1:13
3U 22~'X 30 ' 675 6 8' X 3' U 144 1:4.7

4U 22.l.,x 30' 675 6 8' x 3' U 144 1:4.7
OU 22I'x 30' 675 6 8' x 3' U 144 1;4.7
6U 22!' x 30' 675 6 8' x 3' U 144 1: 4. 7

7U 22-ra' x30' 675 6 8' . X 3' U 144 1:4.7
8U 24' x 30 ' 720 6 3' x 3.l.' U 63 1:11.4
9U 24' x 30' 720 6 3' x 3f' U 63 1:11.4

10C 22' x 36' 792 7 3' x 7' U 147 1:5.4
11C 24' x 36' 864 7 3' x 7' U 147 1:6
12C 22' x 30' 660 0 2 1/3' x6i' U 87.5 1:7.5

13C 22' x 30' 660 6 2 1!3':x:6..J..' U 87.5 1:7.5
14F 24' x 30' 720 7 3' x 6 273' U 140 1:5
l5F 24' x 30' 720 7 3' x '6 2/3' U 140 1:5

l6F 22' :x: 30 ' 660 ? 3' x 5' U 105 1:6
l7F 22' x 30' 660 7 3' x 5' U 105 1:6
18F 20 ' x 22' 440 4 3' x 2~' U 30 1:14.5

19B 24' x 30' 720 4 8' :x: 31..' U 112 1:6.4
20B 30' x 22' 660 4 8' x 3f' U 112 1:6
21B 30' x 22' 660 4 8' x 32"' U 112 1:6

22B 30 ' x 22' 6,~'0 4 8' X 3~' U 112 1:6
23F 24', x 30' . 720 8 2t'x 3 1/3' B 66.6 1:10.8
24F 24' x 30' 720 7 2:t 'x 3 1/3' B 52.5 1:14

25B. 24' x ,30' 720 7 2-t. 'x 3 1/3' B 52.5 1:14
26B 24' x 30' 720 6 21 ,x 3 1/3 B 45 1:16
27B 24' x 30" 720 7 2t,x 3 1/3 B 52.5 1:14

- - -

28S 24' :x: 36' 864 6 3' x6' B 108 1:8
29C 33' x 22~ 726 6 2 1/3'xi5~' U* 93 1:8
30B 30' :x: 18' 540 10 2' x 6' u** 120 1:4.5-

u* .Unilateral with door in east and north
U** Unilateral Portable



2. Foot-:Candles ~~ue.drant in the Rooms Studied.

Since the light was so unevenly distributed over the room,

tn-e writer"sought to determine the amount of light per i.luadrant

in each room.

Table III presents the data obtained.

The rooms studied were divided into ~uadrants. The first

column in Table III indicates the number of square feet of

floor area per ~uadrant; the second, the number of foot-candles

of light register~d by the light meter on the front seat next

to the window; the third, the number' of foot-candles of light

on the rear seat "next to the window; the fourth, the number of

foot-candles of light on the front s~at next to the breather

wall; the fifth, the number of foot-candles of light on the

rear seat next. to the breather wall.

Accordi~g to Standards of School Lighting referred to

on page 11, 91' t:n~s thesis, class rooms should have as a

minimum 8 foot-candles of illumination. The data in Table III
i . .•

show that 16 rooms were below: standard ln the rear quadrant

nearest the breather wall. T~e remaining 14 were standard

or above. Eighteen rooms Vlere below standard in the "front

Quadrant nearest the breather wall. The remaining 12 VIere

standard or above. A consideration of the quadrants nearest

the windows reveals that only three were below minim~

standard.

The light sensitive kit is a machine the primary purpose

of which is to test the intensity of light, needed for optimum

reading. The ultimate purpose is to provide lighting education,

first by sho~ung the value of using proper voltage lamps;
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TABLE III

FOOT-CANDLES PER Q.UADRl~NT IN THE ROOMS STUDIED

,

Room Area in Foot-Candles per Q,uadrant
Number SCluare Feet 1 2 3 4:

lU 187.5 12 12 2 3
2U 195 4 5 2.5 2
3U 168.75 10 10 0 1

4:U 168.75 15 15 2.5 3
5U 168.75 2;5 20 3 3
6U 168.75 23 23 2.5 2.5

7U 168.75 35 30 5 5
8U 180 40 ' 40 5 3
9U 180 50 45 7 21

10C 198 45 38 3 4:
llC 216 5 20 10 4
12C 165 45 45 50 15

150 165 50 50 ::i 5
14F 180 25 25 3 3
15F 180 50 50 4 2

16F 165 50 50 10 15
17F 165 50 50 50 20
18F 110 50 50 50 25

19B 180 20 20 12 6
20B 165 50 50 30 20
21B 165 50 50 10 12

22B 165 50 20 8 10
23F 180 50 50 25 22

,24F 180 50 50 5 5

25B 180 50 20 3 20
26B 180 20 30 10 4:
27B 180 10 50 12 5

28S 216 5 5 50 25
290" 181.5 50 ,50 50 50
30B 135' 5 5 50 50
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second, the value of using proper color schemes; third,

the value of maintenance or cleanliness.

Among the equipment included in this kit were the light

meter, two 75~watt lamps mounted in a semi-cylindrical re-

flector so built that it can be rotated to increase or to

decrease the amount of light given to the material to be

read, from the contained electric bulbs, two 50-watt day

light lamps for color comparison vii th tl13.'t of the 75-watt

lamps, a roller shade for diffusing lamps used in demonstra- .

ting economy of lamp voltage, a Warren synchronous motor

used for speed of vision test, and 4 switches for operating

the various· demonstrations.

To test the intensity of light needed for optimum reading,

the article to be read is placed on the stage over the sight

meter, and by turning the adjustment knob, the light intensity

can be adjusted from 2to 500 candle power. When the intensity

seems best, the reading material may be removed and at once

the number of foot candles registered by the sight meter is

. apparent.

3. Light Relations ~. Square Foot per Quadrant. In

otder to ascertain the distribution of light per square foot

per quadrant the number of foot-candles per ~uadrant was

divided by the number of square feet of floor area per IJ.uadrant.

These data are presented in Table IV.

The .percentages obtained in Table IV support the con

c~usions dravm in Table III, namely ,that the light in both

quadrants nearest the breather wall was consistently-below
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T.lU3LE IV

FOOT-CANDLE PO~~R PER,SQUP~E FOOT
PER Q.UADRANT

,

Stations Stations
Room on Out- on Breath- Teach- Candle Power Per

No. side Wall er Wall ers S~uare Foot of ~u,adrant
Desk

Front Rear Rear Front

lU 12 12 2 3 10 .064 .064 .0107 .016
2U 4 5 25 2 2 .020 .025 .0128 .010
3U 10 10 0 1 4 .059 .059 .0 .005

4U 15 15 2! 3 30 .088 .088 .015 .018
5U 25 20 3 3 25 .148 .118 .018 .018
6U 23 23 2~ 2t 9-~ .136 .136 .014 .014

7U 35 30 5, 5 35 .20'7 .177 .029 .029
8U 40 40 5 3 10 .222 .222 .028 .016
9U 50 45 7 21 50 .277 .25 .038 .116

10C 45 38 3 4 7 .227 .197 .015 .02
l1C 5 20 10 4 4 .023 .092 .046 .018
12C 45 40 30 15 45 .272 .272 .181 .090

13C 50 50 5 5 12 .303 .303 .0303 .030
14F 25 25 3 3 5 .139 .139 .0166 .016
15F 50 50 4 2 5 .277 .277 .222 .111

16F 50' 50 10 15 15 .303 .303 .060 .090
17F 50 50 50 20 20 .303 .303 .303 .121
18F 50 50 50 25 50 .454 .454 .454 .227

19B' 20 20 12 6 18 .111 .111 .066 .033
20B 50 50 30 20 50 .303 .303 .181 .121
21B 50 50 10 12 12 .303 .303 .060 .072

22B 50 20 8 10 12 .303 .303 .048 .060
23F 50 50 25 22 20 .272 .272 .136 .122
24F 50 50 5 5 10 .272 .272 .027 .027

25B 30 20 3 20 10 .166 .111 .016 .111
26B 20 30 10 4 4 .111 .166 .055 .022
27B 10 30 12 3 3 .055 .166 .066 .016

28S 50 5 30 25 7 .106 .116 .023 .023
29G1I 30 50 50 50 50 .275 .275 .275 .165

. 30B: 1 5 5 50 50 10 .3'7 .37 .037 .037

Mean Candl~-P9wer per Q,uadrant •••.• .190 .182 .088 .069

Legend: U is used for Universal; C for Crompton Hill;
F for Fairv;iew; B for Blanford; S for Scotts; Ct for Centenary.
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standard; the .light in both quadrants nearest the windows

was standard or above.

4. Range of Light Intensity Found in the Study of

One Group. One hundred ninety five pupils were tested with

the light sensitive kit, made by the General Electric Company

to determine the intensity of light at which they read most

. easily.

The results of this test are indicated in Table V.

A computation of the median of the above data was found

to be 18.6, that 1s, most of the pupils (195) read with

greatest facility at 18.6 foot-candles of light.

Table VI is a redistribution of Table V by rooms.

Room 1 shows 8 rather even scattering over the three

freq~encies, which would tend to indicate the pupils in that

room read with relatively low intensities.

Room 2, as a whole, seemed to read with a lower intensity

of light than Room 1.

Room 3, as a whole was not greatly different since the

enrollment in that room was relatively less.

R00Il1'34, 5, and 6 ha..d no PUpils who required high intensities.

This table may 'be interpreted to mean that since the

pupils in thisoohool had been reading with rather low in

tensities of light, their eyes had become adjusted to that

condition.

The few who demanded higher light intensities should be

considered irregUlar in this phase of their school work and

special attention given to their eyesight.



TABLE V

RANGE OF LIGHT INTENSITY NEEDED FOR OPTI1ruI'<i
READING AS FOUND IN A GROUP OF

195 PUPILS

Interval in
Foot-Candle Power

0- 24

25- 49

50- '14

'75- 99

100-124

125-149

160-174

175-199

200-224

220-249

200-2'74

275-299

300-324

320-349

Total

Frequency

126

28

14

5

o

2

1

1

1

3

2

4

195
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TABLE VI

FREQ.UENCY TABLE BASED ON INTERVALS EXPRESSED IN FOOT-CANDLE
POWER .AI:-.TD THE NUMBER OF PUPILS READING WITH LIGHT

AS EXPRESSED IN FOOT-CAlIDLES

Intervals in Foot~Cand1es

..q4 (j) ..q4 (j) ..q4
~

.ql (j) <;jt (j) ..q4 (j) .ql 0C\i ql C"" (j) C\i C"" (j) C\1 -;II t:-- (j) N l{)
r-f rl rl rl C\i C\i C\1 N '1 LQ

I I I I I I I I I I I I f I
0 '.0 0 10 0 10 0 LO 0 1.0 0 I.() 0 l{)

N l{) t:-- 0 N :.n t:-- 0 C'J LO I::'- 0 Nrl rl rl rl N C'J C\1 C\1 tf) LQ

Room

1 9 '1 9 2 5 0 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 0
(f.l

rl
0 0 32 or-f 37 2 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1

§i
3 p., 9 9 2, 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 2 1

~

4:
0

21 2 1 2 0 0 a 0 0 a a 0a a
~
(l)

a 05 ..0 21 2 2 0 a a a 0 0 0 0 0

~6 29 6 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 126 28 14 5 5 a 2 1 3 1 1 3 2 4:Pupils -



III. GENERAL SUTv~I.ARY

A. FINDINGS

1. The tests show that during daylight hours ample

light exists near windows, but that the intensity falls off

sharply toward the middle and the breather-wall side of the

room. As is shown in Table IV the candle power is 3 times

greater on the outside wall than on the breather-wall side.

The average light intensity for the outside wall was .186;

the average intensity for the breather-wall side was .785.

2. In most cases, the light was more than the standard

requirements, 12 to 8 foot-candles, but by controlling it near

the windows, the seats toward the interior of the rooms and

farthest from the windows were deficient in ample light supply.

3. The teacher's desk was often placed near a window.

This made ror better illumination for the teacher, but is

hard on the children's eyes as their attention is often

directed to that spot and they are forced to face the bright,

glaring light.

4. In the bilaterally lighted rooms, the light in that

part of the room farthest from the windows was as deficient

as in the unilaterally lighted rooms.

5. Adeq~ate artificial lighting is needed every day

to supplement natural daylight. Most of the schoolrooms were

supplied with artificial 11g;ht of the three suspension direct

33
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B. SOLUTION OF PROBLEM

to a lower intensity as one moved toward the breather wall

insufficient to overcome this inconsistency.

of the room. Even the introduction of artificial light was

c. CONCLUSION

Vermillion County, are considerably below the standard set

by the lunerican Engineering Standards Committee.

In answer to the problem previously set forth on Page

3, Chapter I; of this thesis, it may be generally stated that

the lighting conditions of the schools of Clinton Township,

Tixtures containing 60-watt globes, operated manually.

handed pupils or any other special sight cases.

7. The natural lighting for the different rooms was

inconsistent, that ie, the light varied from a high intensity

6. No provision seemed to have been made for the left-

This test discloses several minor results such as (1)

the existence of glare and objectionable shadows arising both

from natural and artificial lighting; (2) the diversified

aetivities were not ,provided for; (5) window shades were

not efficient or'adjustable except in a rew rooms; but the

one big result is the appalling fact of the very low standard

of light supply as compared with progress made in other phases

of school architect~ A majority of the schoolrooms ware

very much underlighted.

The wri.terwishes to mention the fact that this study

has made'her light conscious and she would like to urge teachers

to give this phase of school facil'i ties more serious attention.
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